Without judgement

- Infinity works with you - to manifest potentials, and...

your perceptions, focus and intentions set up the vibrations that create your reality.

All exists at once - infinite Possibilities, infinite Life-forms, infinite Creation.
see the film DVD : http://www.eyewithin.com/2013.html

_____________

The Universe Works With You ( Uriel )

Do you know that the universe works with you and not for you? It is not possible for the Universe to give you
something that you do not want or to create situations that you have not already energized in some part of your
reality. The Universal energy does not create something out of nothing. It only creates that which you have already
established energetic space for through your conscious or unconscious intention.

As soon as you have defined the intention, you set up the vibrations that create the reality. Understanding this is the
key to manifesting everything in life because it is how everything is manifested. And whether the intention is
conscious or unconscious is not important; it is all the same to the Universe, which sees you as infinitely powerful,
wise and always acting within your highest good.
It is also important, at this time, for you to understand how you created what you see as difficulties in your life so
that you can alter the beliefs and perceptions that are the foundation for those situations. If you do not take this step,
then each new reality will reflect these beliefs, until you change them.

Miracles are not a process through which the Universe creates something that you never dreamed to be possible.
The Universe does not create miracles for you—you create them for yourselves by shifting energy and
allowing for different perceptions of your reality. They reflect your faith and trust, a moment when you intend a
new reality into being, without fear, expectations or judgment. You can only receive that which you ask for,
believe you deserve, and know exists in your field of possibilities.

As you manifest your reality remember that it is created from your beliefs, perceptions, thoughts and words. Help is
always available to you once you understand that the Universe works with you to create miracles in your life and
problems are fixed when you understand their source (which is you), acknowledge their lessons and the information
that they have for you, and are willing to create a solution that reflects a higher level of understanding and self love.
a message from Archangel Uriel channeled by Jennifer Hoffman
_____________________________________

The Astrology of November 2013

.
- Major irreversible breaks with the Past

- Individuals must adapt to the Changes
- General Inclination to seek Justice

.
watch more details with Carl Boudreau
http://www.youtube.com/user/northwatuppa?feature=watch

_________________
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